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The SNARE protein complex is central to membrane fusion, a ubiquitous process in biology.
Modeling this system in order to better understand its guiding principles is a challenging task.
This is mainly due to the complexity of the environment: two adjacent membranes and a central
bundle of four helices formed by vesicular and plasma membrane proteins. Not only the size of
the actual system, but also the computing time required to equilibrate it render this a demand-
ing task requiring exceptional computing resources. Within the DEISA Extreme Computing
Initiative (DECI), we have performed 40 ns of atomistic molecular dynamics simulations with
an average performance of 81.5 GFlops on 96 processors using 218 000 CPU hours. Here we
describe the setup of the simulation system and the computational performance characteristics.

1 Introduction

Exocytosis involves the transport of molecules stored within lipid vesicles from the inside
of a cell to its environment. The final step of this process requires fusion of the vesicles with
the plasma membrane and is mediated via SNARE (soluble N-ethylmaleimide sensitive
factor attachment protein receptor) fusion proteins. Figure 1A shows an atomic model of
the SNARE complex, a bundle of four protein helices, that supposedly brings and holds
the two biological membranes together. This model was built upon previous studies and
used as starting point for molecular dynamics simulations. The SNARE complex is a
target for studying several pathologies such as botulism and tetanus. The purpose of our
simulations is to obtain a detailed atomic picture of the structure, conformational dynamics
and interactions in this system in order to improve our understanding of membrane fusion
and related molecular processes like the diseases mentioned before. For further details and
biological background information, see Ref. 1 and the references cited therein, as these
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Figure 1. A: Illustration of the simulation system. The atomistic model comprises 339 792 atoms consisting
of four proteins (346 amino acids), two charged POPC:POPS lipid bilayers (1008:123 lipids), 296 Na+ ions,
166 Cl− ions and 92 217 water molecules. The simulation production runs were carried out with the Gromacs
software3. B: Other simulation approaches2a,b: all-atom molecular dynamics simulation of the cytosolic domain
(top) and coarse-grained simulation of the transmembrane domain of Synaptobrevin (bottom).

aspects will not be discussed in the present paper. Here we will focus on the technical and
computational aspects of the computer simulations that were carried out.

Several challenges exist from a computational point of view. First of all, no single sim-
ulation will suffice to fully understand such a complex biological system as exists around
the SNARE complex. It is necessary to perform several types of simulations, each ad-
dressing a specific aspect of the whole system. Thus we are also pursuing simulations
on the cytosolic soluble domain of the fusion complex and coarse-grained studies of the
transmembrane domains (Figure 1B)2a,b. In the present paper we will discuss a particu-
larly ambitious simulation of a single SNARE complex embedded in a double lipid bilayer.
This challenging simulation was enabled via the DEISA Extreme Computing Initiative. Bi-
ological systems - and membranes in particular - are ’soft matter’ with a delicate balance
of forces and interactions. The size of the model is important and long simulation times
are necessary. Memory and disk space requirements further add to the complexity and can
impose changes to existing software for efficient processing of the data.

A brief overview of the overall project organisation is given in Sec. 2. The setup of this
simulation is outlined in Sec. 3. Computational performance and benchmark results are
discussed in Sec. 4. We concludewith an outlook on possible improvements and extensions
in Sec. 5.
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Figure 2. Timeline and project overview.

2 Timeline / Project overview

The project started 24months agowith a substantial grant of computing time (see Figure 2).
In collaboration with the DEISA staff, we first assessed the technical requirements of the
simulation by analyzing the potential runtime characteristics. Next, we started with the
construction of the atomistic model. This part, which required a little more than 12 months,
will be described in more detail in the next section. Benchmarking was then achieved
within 1-2 weeks, after which the production runs started for a duration of four months.
Analysis of the simulation is currently under way and we expect it to become the longest
part of the project. It should be pointed out that the initial lead time needed for setting up
the simulation system cannot be neglected. It took longer than the actual production run
and is an integral part of the challenges that one has to face when modeling complex ’soft
matter’ systems.

3 Simulation Setup

As mentioned in Sec. 2, the initial construction of the simulation system was one of the
longest tasks of the project. In this section we describe the overall procedure that was
adopted, then we provide details on one important sub-step.

We set up a full atomic model in explicit solvent, inserted into two fully hydrated
mixed lipid bilayers consisting of 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) and
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl phosphatidylserine (POPS). The construction process is depicted in
Figure 3. From left to right: 1/ We started from pre-existing all-atom simulations for the
soluble cytosolic domain and the two transmembrane domains Synaptobrevin (Sb) and
Syntaxin (Sx)2a,c. The system construction was guided by data from AFM experiments 4,
aiming at an approximate 50 Å separation of the two membranes, a rather short distance
compared to the size of vesicles and cells. The fragments were brought into a suitable
arrangement. 2/ In order to connect the cytosolic and transmembrane fragments, it was
necessary to stretch the core complex. We thus carried out adaptive biasing force runs 7
combinedwith subsequent interactivemolecular dynamics 8. This will be described in more
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Figure 3. Stepwise construction of the starting system.

detail in the next subsection. 3/ We then created two larger hydrated POPC lipid bilayers
spanning the whole simulation system. 4/ Subsequently these bilayers were mutated into
mixed charged bilayers by replacing one in eight POPC lipids with POPS. 5/ Neutralizing
counter ions were introduced by mutating water molecules into ions. 6/ The final structure
with a mixed bilayer of 11% POPS and a 0.1 mol/l NaCl solution was equilibrated during
several nanoseconds of molecular dynamics. The GROMOS-87 forcefield 5 with additional
POPS parameters6 was used. Simulations were carried out during 40 ns using full electro-
statics with the Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) method. Such a timescale is short with respect
to biological processes, but currently limited by the necessary computing time. Compared
to other simulations of biological systems of this size, it is one of the longest simulations
reported so far.

3.1 SNARE separation via Adaptive Biasing Force simulations

The Adaptive Biasing Force approach7 was used to determine the potential of mean force
(PMF) for the separation of the four-helical SNARE bundle and to drive the C-termini apart
so that they connect to the transmembrane domains. We chose the distance between the
C-termini of Sb and Sx as reaction coordinate. The PMF was refined in three successive
runs with a total sampling time of three nanoseconds. Given the elongated shape of the
complex, the fully solvated system requires a large solvation box and amounts to 140 000
atoms. It was simulated with the NAMD software9 using the CHARMM forcefield10. The
high observed pulling speed of 0.1 Å/ps in this exploratory simulation contributes to
the observed loss of secondary structure (Fig. 4B) at the termini. Nevertheless the overall
structure of the complex is little perturbed and only the connecting parts moved. Visual
analysis shows an unzipping of the C-termini for about 1/4 of the length of the complex
with the destruction of the knobs-into-holes packing of the helices. As illustrated by the
PMF, the complex shows elastic behavior under the simulation conditions. The contact
interface between Sb and Sx shown on Fig. 4C is remarkably unaffected by the C-terminal
perturbation.

4 Computational Performance

4.1 Benchmarks

Benchmarks were carried out on an IBM SP Power 4 system at the national DEISA site
IDRIS. A short 0.2 ps test run was performed for up to 128 processors. The latest stable
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Figure 4. A: Cumulated snapshots during SNARE separation with initial and final structures highlighted. B (top):
ABF estimated PMF, average biasing force and number of samples as a function of the reaction coordinate. B
(bottom): secondary structure of Sb and Sx as function of time. C: Sb/Sx contact interface at the beginning and
end of the ABF simulation. On the right the N-termini are omitted for clarity.

Figure 5. Benchmarks carried out at the IDRIS supercomputer center and locally at the LBT laboratory. From
left to right: CPU days per nanosecond (ns), node hours per ns, speedup curve and computational efficiency.

and development versions of the Gromacs software3 were used. Figure 5 shows that the
CPU days per nanosecond ratio decreased rapidly up to 16 processors, then the gain leveled
off. A comparison of the calculation cost in node hours per nanosecond showed that up
to eight processors, small in-house clusters are significantly cheaper than running on a
supercomputer. Above 32 processors, it is preferable to run at a dedicated computing
infrastructure. The speedup curve revealed a degradation in scaling beyond 64 processors.
The efficiency for a 96-processor run was a little above 60 percent. With such a setup, a
50 ns simulation would take 98.4 days and consume 227 000 CPU hours.

4.2 Production runs

The very first production runs were carried out locally at the LBT laboratory. The main
CPU time resources for this DECI project were allocated at the Rechenzentrum Garching,
where subsequent runs were submitted. There we achieved a stable simulation throughput
as shown in Figure 6 over the whole four months period. An improved version of the
Gromacs software3 was used, which allowed acceptable scaling up to 96 processors. The
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Figure 6. Top: History of job execution (left) and status of advancement (right) are shown in these graphs. The
length of the line on the left plot corresponds to the execution time of a given job. The error bar on the ordinate is
proportional to the number of processors used. Bottom: observed wall clock times for the production runs (left)
and floating point performance (right).

simulated timescale was 40 ns corresponding to 20 million iterations. This equals a real
timescale of 99 days and a total of 218 000 CPU hours. The overall performance was 30%
slower than on the machine used for benchmarking. The average rate was 2.4 days (57 h)
per ns, generating 75 GigaByte of compressed trajectory data.

Although we had access to a dedicated part of the supercomputer, the performance in
a production environment was not completely stable, but varied by about 10%. A similar
spread was observed for the floating point performance, with an average of 81.5 GigaFlops
(min.: 74.9%; max.: 87.6%). Although we did not carry out detailed analysis to identify
the source of the variability, it seems likely that network related issues are at its origin. The
jobs were run on three P690 32-CPU nodes, with MPI communications between the three
nodes sharing the same network as other jobs running on other nodes. I/O access through
the Global File System also used the same network and influenced job performance. Both
factors can lead to variations in performance depending on all other jobs running on the
whole infrastructure at the same time.

5 Outlook

5.1 Calibrating coarse-grained simulations

Atomistic simulations may serve as reference for calibrating lighter, faster and more ap-
proximate coarse-grained simulations15. The computational gain is huge! The current
340 000 atom simulation of 40 ns duration remains a tour de force given the size of
the system and the long simulation time. It consumed five months of computing time on
96 processors, whereas a corresponding coarse-grained calculation with 37 000 particles
would run for one week on one processor and produce about 200 ns of trajectory.
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5.2 Anchoring the SNARE complex deeper in the membrane

A molecular dynamics simulation of a double membrane with periodic boundaries is diffi-
cult, because water molecules cannot travel between the two resulting compartments. The
distance between the two membranes is thus more or less fixed and needs to be chosen
carefully. We started the simulation presented in this paper with a membrane distance of
100 Å (center to center) based on an estimation using Ref. 4. After 40 nanoseconds, we
found that one of the anchor helices had been partly pulled out of the membrane, indicating
that the initial distance might have been slightly too large. We used YASARA11 to move
the membranes closer together in small steps of 0.5 Å, each one followed by a short steep-
est descent energy minimization and 200 steps of simulated annealing with the Yamber
force field12. Force field parameters for the phospholipid molecules were derived automat-
ically using AutoSMILES13 in the framework of the GAFF force field14. The hydrogen
bonds within alpha-helices were constrained to keep the SNARE protein fully intact. At a
membrane distance of 86 Å, the procedure was stopped because the critical linker residues
Trp 89 and Trp 90 had been buried again. This choice proved sensible, since so far the
anchors stay firmly attached to the membrane (new production run; work in progress 2b).

5.3 Analysis

The analysis of our simulations will focus on several key aspects such as the structural
integrity of the four-helical SNARE bundle under tension, the membrane insertion of Sb
and Sx, and the perturbation of the membranes by the fusion complex.

6 Concluding Remarks

We have described the setup, benchmarking and production calculations for a model of
the synaptic fusion complex inserted into two adjacent fully hydrated lipid bilayers. It
was observed that the initial setup and system construction represents an unpredictably
long and delicate step. Benchmarking and production characteristics indicated machine-
dependent differences and important fluctuations. The most time-consuming part in such a
project is often the post-production and analysis phase. DEISA as a vast HPC infrastructure
provided a stable environment for production runs and proved valuable for enabling large,
challenging simulations.
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